True Free Trade (1913)

Henry George ( 1839 – 1897) was an American political economist, free trade proponent,
journalist, and philosopher. Henry George may be regarded as one of the most
comprehensively representative Americans of our time. But he was never parochial enough to
be distinctively American. His chief literary success was achieved in London, where his book
was selling by the thousand before it sold in America by tens. As a journalist he made his chief
mark in Ireland. George was a proponent of free trade upon which he remarks: What is free
trade? Free trade is no more than natural trade. Free trade consists in simply permitting men to
trade as they want to trade! And is not the freedom to trade the first of natural rights? Freedom
to trade not merely involves the sacred right of property: it is essential and vital to it. If a thing
is mine, it is mine to hold; it is mine to give, it is mine to bequeath, or it is mine to sell; and my
right in my property is infringed and denied when any man or body of men attempt to interfere
with that right, and fix for mo to whom I shall sell or from whom I shall buy. How many tariff
reformers there are over all this country who talk about tree trade as though it were some
monster. They say: Oh, no! we are not free-traders. Tariff reform is not free trade! No, tariff
reform is not free trade. Tariff reform! Why, to me it is like cholera reform or burglary reform,
or as in his younger days it would have been to your president (Henry L. Pierce) ... to hear
about slavery reform. Tariff reform! The only way to reform the tariff is—behind the ears.
Tariff! Why, it means a denial of the freedom of trade, it means a violation of a natural right, it
means an impairment of the right of property. Why should you try to reform it? No, that is not
free trade. Free trade means free trade. It means that men may trade in freedom. It means that
they shall buy and sell and exchange as they please, and with whom they please, and without
either pirate or highwayman or customhouse officer stepping in between them. From inside
the book: During the International Exhibition held in Paris in 1889, Henry George came to
France and presided over a Congress which had been convened in order to discuss the land
problem. He on that occasion delivered a speech which must be termed in every respect
remarkable, and which is an eloquent summing up of the views of his mature years on the
great question of Free Trade. The full text of that speech has never before been published
except in France. But as, owing to important events — mainly the great struggle against
Protection just begun in the United States of America — Henry Georges ideas rouse a renewed
interest. In a covering letter to us enclosing the transcript Mr. Darien says : —It ranks above
the best things Henry George has ever said on the subject; it is even more lofty in tone than
anything he had written before.”
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